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The U.S. Constitution and Related Documents Nov 23 2021 No matter who you identify with—Democrat
or Republican, Tea Party or Green Party, Independent or something else altogether— we the people
should read: • The Constitution of the United States of America • The Bill of Rights and all of the
Amendments • The Declaration of Independence • The Articles of Confederation Take a moment or two
to reflect on the words of our forefathers, as these are the documents literally created America. The
Constitution set up a system of government that remains centuries later. The eloquent words of The
Declaration of Independence are an enduring statement of human rights. Written and signed by

Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, and other great lights of our historical past,
these documents define our freedoms and promise us our futures. And while they are often quoted, they
are seldom actually read. Here is an opportunity to reach a new audience, with a fresh design and the
same inspiring words. This collection will be a welcome addition to any American who believes in the
dream.
The Bible and the Constitution Oct 11 2020 This book came because I wanted to be a notary public. I
met the lady in charge. She asked me to raise my right hand and swear to uphold the Constitution. My
answer was, "I do not know what it says." Her answer was what caused me to study more and then do
much intensive studying. She said, "That is okay. We don't know it either. This is the courthouse. That is
okay. We do not need to know it." But God, He made me go back to my Church office, find a copy of the
United States Constitution, and study others. The Declaration of Independence, the Olivette Petition,
and then our Constitution are documenting what men wrote, wanting a nation where men can serve God
freely. "We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable [that cannot be taken away or given away] rights." I began
learning that Matthew 22:15-22 and Romans 13 had so many different meanings from other preachers.
It was confusing. "That whenever any form of government becomes destructive to these ends it is the
right of the people to alter [we try that at our polls] or to abolish it." We the people have the right under
God and government to abolish bad government. Exercise it. You will learn the twenty-five reasons they
gave for their freedom from tyranny. Today you will see that eleven of those reasons of separations are
in our America today. "To know wisdom and instruction; to perceive the words of understanding; A wise
man will hear, and will increase learning; and a man of understand shall attain unto wise counsels"
(Prov. 1:2, 5).
Just Right Words: Revising the Constitution Oct 03 2022 The U.S. Constitution is the highest law in the
nation. It lays out rules for electing leaders and making laws, and spells out the rights that each person
has. Written in 1787, the U.S. Constitution has been amended many times. With TIME For Kids content,
this nonfiction book details the creation and influence of the U.S. Constitution. This high-interest book
will engage students in reading as they build their comprehension, vocabulary, and literacy skills. The
Reader's Guide and culminating activity direct students back to the text as they develop their higherorder thinking skills. Check It Out! provides resources for additional reading and learning. With text
features such as a glossary, index, and table of contents, this book aligns with national and state
standards and will keep students engaged in reading.
The Constitution of the United States and The Declaration of Independence Feb 24 2022 The essential,
45-page, pocket-size edition of the greatest gift from our Founding Fathers: the two most fundamental
documents for Americans. This quick, easy reference for our federal government’s structure, powers,
and limitations includes: The Constitution of the United States The Bill of Rights All Amendments to the
Constitution The Declaration of Independence The Constitution of the United States and The
Declaration of Independence are two of the most important documents in American history. Conveying
the principles on which the country was founded and providing the ideals that still guide American
politics today, these are the essential works from our history. Signed by the members of the
Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia on September 17, 1787, The Constitution outlines the powers
and responsibilities of the three chief branches of the federal government, as well as the basic rights of
the citizens of the United States. The Declaration of Independence was crafted by Thomas Jefferson in
June of 1776 and it provides the foundation of American political philosophy. Collected here in one
affordable, pocket-sized volume are some of the most valued pieces of writing in the history of our
country. This edition contains The Constitution of the United States of America, including The Bill of
Rights and all of the subsequent amendments, as well as The Declaration of Independence. These are

word-for-word facsimiles of significant documents… Every American should own a copy.
The Original Constitution Jul 20 2021 Knowledge is power. This book is full of information that even
many experts don't know. From it, you will learn: The Constitution's hidden meanings. Many of its
words and phrases meant something different in the 18th century than they do today. How the founders
wanted the Constitution interpreted. Is it really a "living" document? (The answers may surprise you!)
How the original Constitution protected your rights. What a privilege is, and how it is different from a
right. How the framers were ahead of their time in respecting women and minorities. Third Edition.
The People's Guide to the United States Constitution Dec 25 2021 An annotated guide to the
Constitution defines difficult words and phrases and includes a description of its history and
interpretation by the Supreme Court
Constitution May 06 2020
The Everything U.S. Constitution BookMar 28 2022 Debates over constitutional rights impact you
every day as an American citizen. But do you know what the U.S. Constitution actually says? This
accessible guide contains the complete text of the Constitution, with short, descriptive margin notes
throughout. Articles and amendments are then analyzed in depth to help you comprehend the basis of
democracy. This valuable handbook covers: How the articles and amendments were drafted Insight into
the intentions of the creators and the sources they used Controversial interpretations and Supreme
Court decisions How the Constitution affects citizens every day The Declaration of Independence, the
Articles of Confederation, and unratified Constitutional amendments This book walks you through the
history of this essential document and shows how it has guided lawmakers and judges for more than 200
years. This unbiased look at the Constitution will help you feel confident in your knowledge of this allimportant document, gain a firmer understanding of how our government works, and put context around
today's most pressing issues.
An Assembly of DemigodsJun 06 2020
The Constitution of the United States and The Declaration of Independence Sep 21 2021 It’s more
important than ever for every American to know exactly what the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and the
Declaration of Independence actually says. Here is the essential, 45-page, pocket-size edition. The
greatest gifts from our Founding Fathers are the two most fundamental documents in American politics.
This quick, easy reference for our federal government’s structure, powers, and limitations includes: The
Constitution of the United States The Bill of Rights All Amendments to the Constitution The Declaration
of Independence Whether you are a Democrat, Republican, or independent, whether you are a support
of Donald Trump or not, if you live and vote in the United States of America, you understand that The
Constitution of the United States and The Declaration of Independence are two of the most important
documents in American history. They convey the principles on which the country was founded and
provide the ideals that still guide American politics today. Signed by the members of the Constitutional
Convention in Philadelphia on September 17, 1787, The Constitution outlines the powers and
responsibilities of the three chief branches of the federal government (executive branch, judicial branch,
legislative branch), as well as the basic rights of the citizens of the United States (freedom of speech,
freedom of the press, freedom of religion, etc.) The Declaration of Independence was crafted by Thomas
Jefferson in June of 1776 and it provides the foundation of American political philosophy. “We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”
Collected here in one affordable, pocket-sized volume are some of the most valued pieces of writing in
the history of our country. This edition contains The Constitution of the United States of America,
including The Bill of Rights and all of the subsequent amendments, as well as The Declaration of
Independence. These are word-for-word facsimiles of significant documents… Every American should

own a copy.
The U.S. Constitution and Other Key American Writings Mar 16 2021 “We the People of the United
States, in order to form a more perfect union . . . ” — The U.S Constitution The U.S. Constitution and
Other Key American Writings is part of the Word Cloud Classics series and a collection of the crucial
documents that established the United States. In addition to the Constitution, readers can study
supplementary texts like the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, the Federalist
Papers, and even important speeches by early presidents. The Founding Fathers’ inspirational and
revolutionary ideals are all included in these doctrines, and this is a perfect volume for anyone who
finds the history of America to be a fascinating and enlightening journey.
The People's Guide to the United States Constitution, Revised Edition Jan 14 2021 Although we are
constantly bombarded with arguments over constitutional issues in the media, surveys show the majority
of Americans have not read and understood our Constitution even though it is just 25 pages long. The
reason? The language is over 200 years old with unusual words and legal terms. This book is an easy-toread, spin-free guide to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, additional amendments, and the Declaration
of Independence. It provides both the essential historical context and important definitions of the
language used at the time. One can read straight through these original texts and gain confidence in
understanding the agreements which guarantee our freedoms. This book will help answer these
questions: Are our rights being protected or eroded? What is the true purpose of government and what
are its duties? Why was the Bill of Rights written? Individuals should read this book to protect their
rights and liberty and insist their elected officials read and understand the U.S. Constitution.
A Community Built on WordsMay 18 2021 H. Jefferson Powell offers a powerful new approach to one
of the central issues in American constitutional thinking today: the problem of constitutional law's
historicity, or the many ways in which constitutional arguments and outcomes are shaped both by
historical circumstances and by the political goals and commitments of various actors, including judges.
The presence of such influences is often considered highly problematic: if constitutional law is political
and historical through and through, then what differentiates it from politics per se, and what gives it
integrity and coherence? Powell argues that constitutional theory has as its (sometimes hidden) agenda
the ambition of showing how constitutional law can escape from history and politics, while much
constitutional history seeks to identify an historically true meaning of the constitutional text that, once
uncovered, can serve as a corrective to subsequent deviations from that truth. Combining history and
theory, Powell analyzes a series of constitutional controversies from 1790 to 1944 to demonstrate that
constitutional law from its very beginning has involved politically charged and ideologically divisive
arguments. Nowhere in our past can one find the golden age of apolitical constitutional thinking that a
great deal of contemporary scholarship seeks or presupposes. Viewed over time, American
constitutional law is a history of political dispute couched in constitutional terms. Powell then takes his
conclusions one step further, claiming that it is precisely this historical tradition of argument that has
given American constitutional law a remarkable coherence and integrity over time. No matter what the
particular political disputes of the day might be, constitutional argument has provided a shared
language through which our political community has been able to fight out its battles without ultimately
fracturing. A Community Built on Words will be must reading for any student of constitutional history,
theory, or law.
The Interactive Constitution Aug 28 2019 Explore the U.S. Constitution like never before! Amazing
interactive features like color-changing words, flaps, wheels, and a special vocabulary decoder help
kids learn about types of government, checks and balances, the Bill of Rights, the amendment process,
and more! There's never been a better way--or a more important time--to discover the world-changing
importance of this powerful founding document.

The Words That Made Us Jan 26 2022 A history of the American Constitution's formative decades from
a preeminent legal scholar When the US Constitution won popular approval in 1788, it was the
culmination of thirty years of passionate argument over the nature of government. But ratification
hardly ended the conversation. For the next half century, ordinary Americans and statesmen alike
continued to wrestle with weighty questions in the halls of government and in the pages of newspapers.
Should the nation's borders be expanded? Should America allow slavery to spread westward? What
rights should Indian nations hold? What was the proper role of the judicial branch? In The Words that
Made Us, Akhil Reed Amar unites history and law in a vivid narrative of the biggest constitutional
questions early Americans confronted, and he expertly assesses the answers they offered. His account of
the document's origins and consolidation is a guide for anyone seeking to properly understand
America's Constitution today.
The Federalist Papers Jun 30 2022 Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The
Federalist Papers”, a collection of separate essays and articles compiled in 1788 by Alexander
Hamilton. Following the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the governing doctrines
and policies of the States lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was previously known, was
constructed by American statesman Alexander Hamilton, and was intended to catalyse the ratification of
the United States Constitution. Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to
write papers for the compendium, and the three are known as some of the Founding Fathers of the
United States. Alexander Hamilton (c. 1755–1804) was an American lawyer, journalist and highly
influential government official. He also served as a Senior Officer in the Army between 1799-1800 and
founded the Federalist Party, the system that governed the nation’s finances. His contributions to the
Constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on the early development of the
nation of the United States.
Equality under the Constitution Apr 04 2020 The principle of equality embedded in the Declaration of
Independence and reaffirmed in the Constitution does not distinguish between individuals according to
their capacities or merits. It is written into these documents to ensure that each and every person enjoys
equal respect and equal rights. Judith Baer maintains, however, that in fact American judicial decisions
have consistently denied individuals the form of equality to which they are legally entitled—that the
courts have interpreted constitutional guarantees of equal protection in ways that undermine the
original intent of Congress. In Equality under the Constitution, Baer examines the background, scope,
and purpose of the Constitution’s Fourteenth Amendment and the history of its interpretation by the
courts. She traces the development of the idea of equality, drawing on the Bill of Rights, Congressional
records, the Civil War amendments, and other sections of the Constitution. Baer discusses many of the
significant equal-protection cases decided by the Supreme Court from the time of the amendment’s
ratification, including decisions on reverse discrimination, age discrimination, the rights of the disabled,
and gay rights. She concludes with a theory of equality more faithful to the history, language, and spirit
of the Constitution.
The Declaration of Independence and The Constitution of the United States Oct 23 2021 Together in
one book, the two most important documents in United States history form the enduring legacy of
America’s Founding Fathers including Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and Alexander Hamilton.
The Declaration of Independence was the promise of a representative government; the Constitution was
the fulfillment of that promise. On July 4, 1776, the Second Continental Congress issued a unanimous
declaration: the thirteen North American colonies would be the thirteen United States of America, free
and independent of Great Britain. Drafted by Thomas Jefferson, the Declaration set forth the terms of a
new form of government with the following words: "We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,

Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness." Framed in 1787 and in effect since March 1789, the Constitution
of the United States of America fulfilled the promise of the Declaration by establishing a republican
form of government with separate executive, legislative, and judicial branches. The first ten
amendments, known as the Bill of Rights, became part of the Constitution on December 15, 1791.
Among the rights guaranteed by these amendments are freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom
of religion, and the right to trial by jury. Written so that it could be adapted to endure for years to come,
the Constitution has been amended only seventeen times since 1791 and has lasted longer than any
other written form of government.
Contending for the Constitution Jan 02 2020 Contending for the Constitution is a companion volume to
the popular work Defending the Declaration. As author Gary Amos did concerning the Declaration,
Mark Beliles and Doug Anderson present their case that the Constitution is based on biblical principles
and Christian influence. Using primary source evidence, the authors give an easy-reading history of the
Constitutional Convention and the Founder's emphasis on religion being necessary for its success. They
show how the spirit of the Constitution has greatly diminished today and issue a call for its defense. -from the publisher.
U.S. Constitution For Dummies Dec 13 2020 An in-depth look at the defining document of America
Want to make sense of the U.S. Constitution? This plain-English guide walks you through this revered
document, explaining how the articles and amendments came to be and how they have guided
legislators, judges, and presidents and sparked ongoing debates. You'll understand all the big issues —
from separation of church and state to impeachment to civil rights — that continue to affect Americans'
daily lives. Get started with Constitution basics — explore the main concepts and their origins, the
different approaches to interpretation, and how the document has changed over the past 200+ years
Know who has the power — see how the public, the President, Congress, and the Supreme Court share in
the ruling of America Balance the branches of government — discover what it means to be Commander
in Chief, the functions of the House and Senate, and how Supreme Court justices are appointed Break
down the Bill of Rights — from freedom of religion to the prohibition of "cruel and unusual
punishments," understand what the first ten amendments mean Make sense of the modifications — see
how amendments have reformed presidential elections, abolished slavery, given voting rights to women,
and more Open the book and find: The text of the Constitution and its ammendments Discussion of
controversial issues including the death penalty, abortion, and gay marriage Why the word "democracy"
doesn't appear in the Constitution What the Electoral College is and how it elects a President Details on
recent Supreme Court decisions The Founding Fathers' intentions for balancing power in Washington
The Living Constitution Jul 08 2020 Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia once remarked that the
theory of an evolving, "living" Constitution effectively "rendered the Constitution useless." He wanted a
"dead Constitution," he joked, arguing it must be interpreted as the framers originally understood it. In
The Living Constitution, leading constitutional scholar David Strauss forcefully argues against the
claims of Scalia, Clarence Thomas, Robert Bork, and other "originalists," explaining in clear, jargonfree English how the Constitution can sensibly evolve, without falling into the anything-goes flexibility
caricatured by opponents. The living Constitution is not an out-of-touch liberal theory, Strauss further
shows, but a mainstream tradition of American jurisprudence--a common-law approach to the
Constitution, rooted in the written document but also based on precedent. Each generation has
contributed precedents that guide and confine judicial rulings, yet allow us to meet the demands of
today, not force us to follow the commands of the long-dead Founders. Strauss explores how judicial
decisions adapted the Constitution's text (and contradicted original intent) to produce some of our most
profound accomplishments: the end of racial segregation, the expansion of women's rights, and the
freedom of speech. By contrast, originalism suffers from fatal flaws: the impossibility of truly divining

original intent, the difficulty of adapting eighteenth-century understandings to the modern world, and
the pointlessness of chaining ourselves to decisions made centuries ago. David Strauss is one of our
leading authorities on Constitutional law--one with practical knowledge as well, having served as
Assistant Solicitor General of the United States and argued eighteen cases before the United States
Supreme Court. Now he offers a profound new understanding of how the Constitution can remain vital
to life in the twenty-first century.
The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States of America Apr 28 2022
Never in history have 1,322 words held out such extraordinary determination to be free as those found
in the Declaration of Independence. In 1787, "We the people" were the three words that not only
engendered a new and cohesive nation; they went on to change the face of the world as well. In 1791,
the first ten Amendments to the Constitution of the United States of America, known to us as the Bill of
Rights introduced the world to the concept of those singular rights that ought to belong to every free
individual. In one compact volume, the full texts of both the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution of the United States of America with all ratified twenty-seven Amendments to the
Constitution are side by side--along with another of America's seminal documents, Thomas Jefferson's
Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom, an additional world-changing statement that codified for the
first time that one cannot be required by law to support or prefer any belief or be punished for those one
does profess--and the basis for what we have come to know as the "wall of separation" between church
and state. Who we are and what we are free to be as citizens of the United States of America is
contained between these covers. Cass R. Sunstein prefaces the volume with a succinct history and
interpretation of the place and meaning of both the Declaration and the Constitution in American life.
Enhanced by an index and suggestions for further reading, this volume, small in size but overwhelming
in the impact of its contents, belongs in the home of every citizen of the United States.
The Constitution of the United States of America Nov 11 2020
Four Branches of Government in Our Founding Fathers’ Words Dec 01 2019 Four Branches of
Government The words that describe and name our branches of government in the Constitutions Articles
I, II and III are the following in order of appearance: Congress, Senate, House of Representatives,
Representative, Representatives, Senators, Senator, Vice President, the President of the United States,
each House, either House, neither House, two Houses, that House, the other House, both Houses, a
President of the United States of America, said House, the President, one supreme Court and those are
all the words. Having four branches being the President, House of Representatives, Senate, and supreme
Court, each branch now has 25 percent of the power if disbursed evenly. How many branches of
government can shut down government? The answer is three branches, the President (25 percent of
power), the House of Representatives (25 percent of power), and the Senate (25 percent of power), this
being done while the supreme Court (25 percent of power) can only watch because it has no legislative
or executive powers. During the last government shutdown, who shut down the government, the
legislative branch or the House of Representatives? If you answer the legislative branch, then which
one? That in itself is an admittance of two branches of government that come together using their shared
powers to legislate our laws. Now as you should be able to see the proper descriptive phrase too
describe our government (NOT the Actual Bodies or Branches but the Powers of the branches) is
executive branch, legislative branches (meaning two or more and both branches, House of
Representatives and the Senate, convene to form Congress to legislate laws under the powers of the
Constitution given to both branches) and judicial branch.
The Imperial Republic Jul 28 2019 This title was first published in 2002. The Imperial Republic
addresses the enduring relationship that the American constitution has with the concept of empire .
Early activists frequently used the word to describe the nation they wished to create through revolution

and later reform. The book examines what the Framers of the Constitution meant when they used the
term empire and what such self-conscious empire building tells Americans about the underlying goals of
their constitutional system. Utilizing the author’s extensive research from colonial times to the turn of
the twentieth century, the book concludes that imperial ambition has profoundly influenced American
constitutional law, theory and politics. It uses several analytical techniques to ascertain the multiple
meanings of such fundamental words as empire and republic and demonstrates that such concepts have
at least four levels of meaning. Relying on numerous examples, it further concludes that American
leaders frequently (even proudly) used the word with some of its most domineering implications.
The Words We Live ByNov 04 2022 THE WORDS WE LIVE BY takes an entertaining and informative
look at America's most important historical document, now with discussions on new rulings on hot
button issues such as immigration, gay marriage, gun control, and affirmative action. In THE WORDS
WE LIVE BY, Linda Monk probes the idea that the Constitution may seem to offer cut-and-dried
answers to questions regarding personal rights, but the interpretations of this hallowed document are
nearly infinite. For example, in the debate over gun control, does "the right of the people to bear arms"
as stated in the Second Amendment pertain to individual citizens or regulated militias? What do
scholars say? Should the Internet be regulated and censored, or does this impinge on the freedom of
speech as defined in the First Amendment? These and other issues vary depending on the interpretation
of the Constitution. Through entertaining and informative annotations, THE WORDS WE LIVE BY
offers a new way of looking at the Constitution. Its pages reflect a critical, respectful and appreciative
look at one of history's greatest documents. THE WORDS WE LIVE BY is filled with a rich and
engaging historical perspective along with enough surprises and fascinating facts and illustrations to
prove that your Constitution is a living--and entertaining--document. Updated now for the first time,
THE WORDS WE LIVE BY continues to take an entertaining and informative look at America's most
important historical document, now with discussions on new rulings on hot button issues such as
immigration, gay marriage, and affirmative action.
The Words That Made Us Aug 01 2022 A history of the American Constitution's formative decades from
a preeminent legal scholar When the US Constitution won popular approval in 1788, it was the
culmination of thirty years of passionate argument over the nature of government. But ratification
hardly ended the conversation. For the next half century, ordinary Americans and statesmen alike
continued to wrestle with weighty questions in the halls of government and in the pages of newspapers.
Should the nation's borders be expanded? Should America allow slavery to spread westward? What
rights should Indian nations hold? What was the proper role of the judicial branch? In The Words that
Made Us, Akhil Reed Amar unites history and law in a vivid narrative of the biggest constitutional
questions early Americans confronted, and he expertly assesses the answers they offered. His account of
the document's origins and consolidation is a guide for anyone seeking to properly understand
America's Constitution today.
The Heritage Guide to the Constitution Aug 21 2021 A landmark work of more than one hundred
scholars, The Heritage Guide to the Constitution is a unique line-by-line analysis explaining every
clause of America's founding charter and its contemporary meaning. In this fully revised second edition,
leading scholars in law, history, and public policy offer more than two hundred updated and incisive
essays on every clause of the Constitution. From the stirring words of the Preamble to the Twentyseventh Amendment, you will gain new insights into the ideas that made America, important debates that
continue from our Founding, and the Constitution's true meaning for our nation.
The Written Word Endures Feb 12 2021 The words written by American political leaders during the
Revolution were more important than battles won and lost. The Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution, and the Bill of Rights-relating the development and application laid down by

Revolutionary.
The Constitution Decoded Sep 02 2022 Be an active citizen. Know your Constitution! Ever wonder why
the president has a Cabinet? Why there’s such thing as trial by jury? Why someday you’ll have to pay
income tax, or why there are no Dukes, Duchesses, Counts, or Countesses in the United States? Because
the Constitution says so––and so much more. And now, in The Constitution Decoded, the ideas,
concepts, and rules that make America are unpacked and explained in detail to help all of us, kids and
parents too, become more informed citizens. Written with impeccable clarity and illustrated in a style
that brings America’s early days to life, this fascinating guide goes through the Constitution literally
word by word, sentence by sentence, and idea by idea to give readers a true understanding of not only
how the Framers envisioned the United States, but also why they made the choices they did. Here’s why,
for example, the United States has three branches of government—legislative, executive, and judicial. It
explains how bills become laws, why we have the right to free speech, how we can change the
Constitution as our country evolves, and so much more. Packed with historical context and figures,
vocabulary, anecdotes, and trivia, this book is an accessible yet richly layered work that belongs in
every family library.
Reconsidering Judicial Finality Oct 30 2019 A bold challenge to the claim made by Supreme Court
Justices and legal scholars alike that the Court is the final word on the meaning of the Constitution.
From 1789 to the present time, the record clearly demonstrates that the Court shares that fundamental
task with the elected branches and the general public.
Oregon Blue Book Jun 26 2019
Pocket Constitution (25 Pack) Apr 16 2021 This pocket-sized booklet contains the United States
Constitution (including The Bill of Rights and Amendments 11-27), the Declaration of Independence,
Index to the Constitution, selected quotes from the founding fathers, dates to remember. These
documents have been proofed word for word against the originals housed in the Archives in
Washington, D.C. They are identical in spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. The front cover of this
pocket Constitution features a picture of George Washington holding a quill in his hand, inviting each of
us to pledge our support for and commitment to the United States Constitution by maintaining and
promoting its standard of liberty for ourselves and our posterity.
America's Constitution Aug 09 2020 In America’s Constitution, one of this era’s most accomplished
constitutional law scholars, Akhil Reed Amar, gives the first comprehensive account of one of the
world’s great political texts. Incisive, entertaining, and occasionally controversial, this “biography” of
America’s framing document explains not only what the Constitution says but also why the Constitution
says it. We all know this much: the Constitution is neither immutable nor perfect. Amar shows us how
the story of this one relatively compact document reflects the story of America more generally. (For
example, much of the Constitution, including the glorious-sounding “We the People,” was lifted from
existing American legal texts, including early state constitutions.) In short, the Constitution was as much
a product of its environment as it was a product of its individual creators’ inspired genius. Despite the
Constitution’s flaws, its role in guiding our republic has been nothing short of amazing. Skillfully
placing the document in the context of late-eighteenth-century American politics, America’s
Constitution explains, for instance, whether there is anything in the Constitution that is unamendable;
the reason America adopted an electoral college; why a president must be at least thirty-five years old;
and why–for now, at least–only those citizens who were born under the American flag can become
president. From his unique perspective, Amar also gives us unconventional wisdom about the
Constitution and its significance throughout the nation’s history. For one thing, we see that the
Constitution has been far more democratic than is conventionally understood. Even though the
document was drafted by white landholders, a remarkably large number of citizens (by the standards of

1787) were allowed to vote up or down on it, and the document’s later amendments eventually extended
the vote to virtually all Americans. We also learn that the Founders’ Constitution was far more
slavocratic than many would acknowledge: the “three fifths” clause gave the South extra political clout
for every slave it owned or acquired. As a result, slaveholding Virginians held the presidency all but
four of the Republic’s first thirty-six years, and proslavery forces eventually came to dominate much of
the federal government prior to Lincoln’s election. Ambitious, even-handed, eminently accessible, and
often surprising, America’s Constitution is an indispensable work, bound to become a standard
reference for any student of history and all citizens of the United States.
The Constitution of New Hampshire as Amended by the Constitutional Convention Held at Concord on
the First Wednesday of January, A. D. 1889 Sep 29 2019
Signers of the Constitution Feb 01 2020
The U.S. Constitution for Everyone Jun 18 2021 History comes alive in this illustrated guide to the
Constitution and all 27 Amendments. The Constitution has been in the news a lot recently. But most of
us could probably use a refresher on this founding document of America--you can probably name the
first and second amendments, but what about the 11th, or the 22nd? And what does all of that formal
political language actually mean for us today? The U.S. Constitution for Everyone answers these
questions and more, like: - How does impeachment work, anyway? - How long is a Senator's term? What is covered by "freedom of speech"? - What are "emoluments"? - How exactly does a bill become a
law? This book makes understanding your rights easy with clear explanations of the complete text of the
U.S. Constitution, as well as all 27 Amendments, alongside fascinating historical facts and explanations.
A must-read for students, curious citzens, and everyone who'd like to know more about the supreme laws
of our nation.
Founding Character Mar 04 2020 The essential historical references and documents in this volume
reflect the character of the United States during the Revolutionary War. This compilation includes the
Causes & Necessity of Taking Up Arms, the original and final drafts of the Declaration of
Independence, the Articles of Confederation, the Treaty of Paris, the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and
George Washington's farewell address. Amendments to the Constitution and the preambles to state
constitutions are also featured.
Keeping Faith with the Constitution Sep 09 2020 Chief Justice John Marshall argued that a constitution
"requires that only its great outlines should be marked [and] its important objects designated." Ours is
"intended to endure for ages to come, and consequently, to be adapted to the various crises of human
affairs." In recent years, Marshall's great truths have been challenged by proponents of originalism and
strict construction. Such legal thinkers as Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia argue that the
Constitution must be construed and applied as it was when the Framers wrote it. In Keeping Faith with
the Constitution, three legal authorities make the case for Marshall's vision. They describe their
approach as "constitutional fidelity"--not to how the Framers would have applied the Constitution, but
to the text and principles of the Constitution itself. The original understanding of the text is one source
of interpretation, but not the only one; to preserve the meaning and authority of the document, to keep it
vital, applications of the Constitution must be shaped by precedent, historical experience, practical
consequence, and societal change. The authors range across the history of constitutional interpretation
to show how this approach has been the source of our greatest advances, from Brown v. Board of
Education to the New Deal, from the Miranda decision to the expansion of women's rights. They delve
into the complexities of voting rights, the malapportionment of legislative districts, speech freedoms,
civil liberties and the War on Terror, and the evolution of checks and balances. The Constitution's
framers could never have imagined DNA, global warming, or even women's equality. Yet these and
many more realities shape our lives and outlook. Our Constitution will remain vital into our changing

future, the authors write, if judges remain true to this rich tradition of adaptation and fidelity.
Send this to the White House: The Constitution of the United States and The Declaration of
Independence May 30 2022 Protest with Prime: For just $2.99, "gift" your protest message directly to
President Trump at the White House At least 20% of net proceeds will support progressive candidates in
the 2018 midterm elections Free shipping to the White House for Amazon Prime members Our goal:
shut down the White House mailroom with 1 million copies of the US Constitution Spread the word:
#protestwithprime Find updates on Facebook: Protest with Prime Send a message of protest with this
special edition of the United States Constitution, the Bill of Rights and all subsequent amendments, and
the Declaration of Independence. These are word-for-word facsimiles of significant documents that
every American should read and know . . . especially the president. Signed by the members of the
Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia on September 17, 1787, the Constitution outlines the powers
and responsibilities of the three chief branches of the federal government, as well as the basic rights of
the citizens of the United States. The Declaration of Independence was crafted by Thomas Jefferson in
June of 1776, and it provides the foundation of American political philosophy. #PROTESTWITHPRIME
is in no way approved by or affiliated with Amazon.com or any entity related to Amazon.com.
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